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Decarbonizing Electricity Generation is Key to All Pathways
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Pillars of Economy-Wide 
Decarbonization

Producing all (or nearly all) 
electricity from carbon-free 

sources

Electrification and switching to 
lower-carbon fuels

Improve the energy efficiency of 
buildings, transportation and 

industry



Energy Regulators are not Environmental Regulators…
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Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)

• Rates and services for electric transmission in interstate commerce and electric wholesale power sales in interstate commerce
• Backstop siting of electric transmission facilities (in limited circumstances) 
• Corporate transactions such as mergers, dispositions of FERC-jurisdictional facilities, and securities issuances
• Rates and services for natural gas pipeline transportation, for storage facilities and for LNG facilities; certification of new facilities; 

abandonment of existing facilities
• Rates and services for oil pipeline transportation
• Hydroelectric dam licensing and safety
• Reliability of the bulk power system through review/approval of and compliance with mandator reliability standards

Public Utility Commissions (PUCs)

• Rates and services for end-use sales of electricity, natural gas, and/or water (and telecommunications, motor carriers and/or waste 
water)

• Resource planning, procurement and management, including oversight of clean energy standards
• Licensing and safety of state-jurisdictional facilities 
• Corporate transactions such as mergers, dispositions of state-jurisdictional facilities, and securities issuances

o FERC and PUCs are creatures of statute and can only do what a statute tells them to do
o FERC’s authorities are specifically enumerated in each industry, while PUCs generally have broad authority in relevant industries
o FERC and PUCs are quasi-judicial, making decisions based on administrative record and by majority vote
o FERC and PUCs generally focus on economics, reliability, and safety



But the Clean Energy Transition is Subject to their Oversight: New England Example
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Source: Promoting Competitive Power Markets and Growing Zero-Emission Resources in New England, A. Joseph Cavicchi (Nov. 7, 2018)

Source: Achieving 80% GHG Reduction in New England by 2050, Jürgen Weiss and J. Michael Hagerty (Sept. 2019).



Electric Utilities are Disaggregated….
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Edison Electric Institute Member Companies



But Wholesale Electricity Markets are Regional
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Federal/State Misalignment: Minimum Offer Price Rule (MOPR) Example
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The MOPR establishes a floor below which generators cannot 
offer.  When applied to state-supported generators, the market 
rule can result in clean generation losing capacity revenues as 
they get priced out of the market (below).  The lost capacity 
revenues must be recouped by higher state payments in order 
to meet clean energy goals.  Capacity prices also rise as 
redundant, emitting capacity is procured. 

Several regional markets use auctions to contract with resources for the future delivery of electricity, referred to as capacity.  In the past, 
renewable and clean energy generators have been allowed to bid into these capacity auctions at whatever price they need to turn a 

profit after taking into account revenue they anticipate receiving from state clean energy programs. 

Applicability of the MOPR to state-supported clean resources 
has been the subject of extensive litigation at FERC, including a 
pending DC Circuit proceeding.  While the current FERC majority 
opposes application of the MOPR, two commissioners have 
expressed in support in varying circumstances. 



Paths Forward: Expand Carbon Pricing Programs
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Paths Forward: Expand State Clean Resource Procurements

White outWhite out



Paths Forward: Decarbonize Regional Procurements
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How will we achieve national clean energy goals?
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